Renewable Energy Transition Strategy for PT.CI to Reduce 50% Emission by 2030
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ABSTRACT: The global and Indonesia energy trend is heading to process of transitioning from fossil fuel to renewable energy (decarbonization) in the purpose of reducing Green House Gas (GHG) effects. Industries as one of the biggest contributors of emission generator expected to participate in this effort, where fuel and electricity play significant roles in running the operation. Many businesses try to participate and state their commitment on this energy transition initiative by increasing the portion of renewable energy within their operation. Meanwhile, business have several uncertainties’ on how the renewable energy will be acquired and will this renewable energy options be available at the time they need it. Campur Plc. (CP) through its subsidiary in Indonesia, PT. Campur Ilmiah (PT. CI) has targeted the entity to reduce 50% of the emission by 2030 with the baseline of 2018, which align with corporate target of 46.2% of emission reduction globally. Uncertainties on achieving this target generated from external and internal factors, and not to forget how to sustainably maintain the achievement. The location of PT.CI in industrial estate need to be considered as limitation because the power and energy supply are regulated. The accessibility, availability and affordability of renewable energy are expected to be handled by the government, industrial estate or other third party in energy business, but the phasing and the achievement up to now has not shown a promising progress. As a business, PT.CI need to have a strategic planning on this energy transition to support the global target as well as shown a positive investment climate in Indonesia. There are four (4) scenarios has been developed and each of the scenarios are explored to identify alternative and possible strategies to still be able achieving the target and how the organization manage these changes. As the conclusion of this research, four (4) strategic imperatives are defined. This research also might be use as the reference of future planning for the similar industries that have the similar target and type of energy mix.


INTRODUCTION

Refer to global data of greenhouse gas (GHG) emission by sector in 2016, energy contributed 73.2% of GHG emission with energy used in the industry take 24.2% of it. Furthermore, Chemical Industry also contributed another 2.4% of GHG emission globally. Campur Plc. (CP) is a UK based company focus in create, make and sell specialty chemicals that deliver real benefits to a range of diverse products including health and beauty, engine lubricants, plastics and many more, is one of the companies that refer to The United Nation Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG) a key part in shaping their strategy for a sustainable business. CP commitment to science-based targets and the UN SDGs, by 2030 CP will be Climate, Land and People Positive, with one of the strategies was to reduce 46.2% GHG emission from all their operating sites by 2030. As part of CP Plc., PT Campur Ilmiah (PT. CI) also challenged and mandated to participated in this global strategy by reducing 50% GHG emission from our Indonesia manufacturing facility, with Year 2018 used as basis comparison for this reduction.

PT CI is a company located in West Java, specifically in XYZ Industrial Estate where electricity supply in this Industrial Estate has 2 main power suppliers, they are PT ABC (a state own enterprise) through PPA agreement with PT XYZ Power (a private energy company own by XYZ Industrial Estate) and PT Private Listrindo (a private energy supplier). Meanwhile, for fuel there are two options, there are diesel oil and natural gas and since PT. CI only use natural gas, the potential suppliers currently available in the industrial estate are PT. DEF (a state own enterprise) and PT. BBM (a private energy supplier). PT. CI need a good strategy for this energy transition to get the best conditions desired by the group as one of the requirements of group investment, as well as support the national GHG reduction target, where currently the location of Indonesia operation have very limited sources of alternative energy. By conduct a scenario planning on development of PT. CI growth strategy, especially in accommodating GHG emission target by the group globally, this research expected to have proper planning to face future challenge and condition.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Conceptual Framework
For issue identification, analysis and exploration will refer to AFI framework, where the description is a model that links three independent strategic management tasks (Analyze, Formulate, and Implement) that together help managers plan and implement a strategy that can improve performance and result in competitive advantage”. (Strategic Management 3rd Edition, Rothaermel).

Analysis
The analysis will be using PESTEL and Porter’s Five Forces Model to get more understanding about the condition of the macro external environment. For the internal, the analysis will explore about the resources, capabilities, core competencies and SWOT. PESTEL analysis provides a comprehensive arrangement of several external influencers. According to Johnson & Scholes (2008), the acronym of PESTEL are Political, Economic, Sociocultural, Technological, Environmental, and Legal factors that provides an analysis on correlation of external factors to the firm. PESTEL provides a relatively straightforward analysis to scan, monitor and evaluate the importance of external factors and trend, that might affect the firm. Depending on strategy of the firm, these factors will influence the company performance in both positive and negative terms (Johnson & Scholes, 2008).

Porter’s Five forces is a model to conduct analysis of an industrial structure. Originally developed by Harvard Business School’s Michael Porter in 1979, the five forces model looks at five specific factors that help to determine whether a business can be competitive or not, compared to other business in the industry. Five Forces is considered to understand both competitive strengths and the overall structure of the industry as crucial to the effectiveness of the strategic decision making. Identifying the potential or attractiveness of an industry, provides the foundation for bridging the gap between a company’s external environment and its internal resources.

The core competencies definition is a resource or capability that gives a firm competitive advantage. Core competencies are the business functions or operational activities that a company does best. A company’s resources are the operational inputs that allow it to perform its business activities. A company’s capabilities are the activities and functions it performs to utilize its resources in an integrative fashion. SWOT analysis is a structured and strategic planning method used to determine the factors that support achievement, in this case, the strengths, weakness, opportunities and threats involved in a project or business (Albert Humphrey, 2005). By identifying all of these internal aspects, you can use it to develop strategic planning objectives to sustain and grow your business.

Formulation
Scenario planning is a tool that can be used to help the company preparing for future uncertainties. Scenario planning is not a forecast but future projection of current conditions (Lindgren & Bandhold, 2009). It is an effective tool to be used to help developed strategies for the medium to long terms. Scenario planning helps companies sharpen the strategy and assist in making strategies for the possibility of an unpredictable future.
Scenario planning investigates several uncertainties simultaneously, it involves subjective interpretation as well as objective analysis, the techniques is particularly useful in situation where uncertainty and change are high (Garvin & Levesque, 2006). Scenario Planning address both optimistic and pessimistic future. It will show several detailed and executable strategic plans. In AFI Framework with continuous feedback loop, scenario planning placed to connect between formulation and implementation, back to analysis again.

**Implementation Plan**

To make sure that every plan being executed as designated, change management is required. Change management is a systematic process of applying knowledge, tools, and the resources needed to effect change in the people who will be affected. One of the change management models is ADKAR which developed by Prosci in 1998 after doing some research with more than 300 companies that conducting a major change in their projects. In ADKAR there are five elements which are a process for make changes namely awareness, desire, knowledge, ability, and reinforcement.

The goals or purposes defined by ADKAR are sequential and cumulative where any individual must cover all element in sequence order to make sure the change implemented and sustain as per the target.

**METHODOLOGY**

To create a valuable input in the scenario planning process, the composition of the respondent needs to heterogenous coming from different role and background to enrich the scenario planning discussion. To determine the prospective respondent for this research, the key stakeholder of PT. CI energy transition project and in this research, author gathered the data from respondents among the stakeholders (inside and outside the company) to give their valuable view and input for the analysis.

**Figure 1. PT. CI Stakeholders Analysis**

**External Analysis**

PESTLE analyse the following individual components: political, economic, social, technological, legal and environmental, hence PESTLE. This framework executed by understanding of the dynamics related to energy and renewable energy in Indonesia. Further author also reviewing the technology available in the market and review it in accordance with its availability and possibility to adopt by PT.CI or other industry that located in industrial estate zone.

Further Porter Five Forces used to capture the supply and demand related to this renewable energy in correlated with industrial estate, supplier available currently, as well as demand from the tenant in industrial estate by the time limit of 2030. This method used to see the risk and opportunity for PT.CI in achieving the target of energy transition by 2030.

**Internal Analysis**

The internal analysis involved several internal professionals to give more view on the aspects identified. This analysis helps organizations get visibility on their status, letting them understand and measure overall business performance and can help company to have better planning to execute the planning and meet the targets. Further, ADKAR also used to identify the readiness of the organization in facing the changes from this energy transition project.
FINDINGS AND ARGUMENT

Several uncertain driving forces, which can restrain or allow in the future that have not been revealed, then the two are seen as influential based on the uncertainty matrix (impact and uncertainty level). The two driving forces are Factory Expansion and External Investment (for Renewable energy).

(Figure 2. Indonesia Electrical Energy Mix Achievement up to 2021)

(Source: Corporate Renewable Procurement, 2021)

(Figure 3. Chemical Industry Typical Energy Mix)

(Source: Enerdata, 2020)

From the collected data, it shown that 29% GHG reduction from Indonesia Government will also still far behind the PT.CI target which is 50% GHG reduction coming from energy. This is because as mentioned in RUPTL and RUKN, the emission reduction target from Renewable Energy, majorly was coming from electricity source generation is 23% in 2025 and 29% in 2030. Meanwhile, the typical energy mix of chemical industry coming from fuel combustion, means that despite focusing only to emission from electrical, company also need to keep attention on fuel combustion alternative. The weakness identified is that PT. CI energy usage, including fue usage still considered small, resulting economic review for investment in Indonesia for renewable energy become less interesting. Renewable energy provider required specific minimum usage that PT. CI cannot fulfilled and causing PT. CI to have less option on the renewable energy solution. This analysis resulting four (4) scenarios as below:

(Figure 4. Scenario Matrix of PT.CI)

Despite of the technical changes, author also collected internal data from the employee on the readiness of this change coming from energy transition project using ADKAR approach. As the result, managerial level have shown a high awareness but still lack in
designing the way how the project should be done, meanwhile the staff level were identified not knowing much on the changes purpose. The organization is better able to initiate and communicate thoroughly to success and sustain a major change. Staff in organizations that are ready for change are more likely to exert greater effort, persist in the face of obstacles, and display cooperative behavior.

CONCLUSIONS

Current policy and strategies applied by the Indonesia government seems way behind the target defined by PT.CI and directed by CP globally. There many driving forces which could affect the pace of energy transition project in PT.CI, such as electricity price, government regulation, environmental issue, technology, factory expansion, political condition, External investment (RE availability) and the industrial estate regulation. The main target of PT.CI is regarding the strategy of PT.CI to achieves 50% emission reduction in the next 10 years (2030). There are some open options available as efforts to achieve this 2030 target for PT.CI, but however the pace will be determined by internal and external factors. The current possible options are to install a solar PV as part of electricity source as well as purchase of unbundled IREC considered the most reasonable options so far. These actions will not be enough, and some CAPEX still needed in the purpose to replace some natural gas fuelled equipment with electrically powered along with purchased IREC.

Table 1. Simulation of Emission Reduction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Baseline 2018</th>
<th>2030</th>
<th>Government effort only</th>
<th>Solar PV</th>
<th>IREC</th>
<th>After action</th>
<th>% Figure reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>-121.51</td>
<td>-125.7</td>
<td>-171.79</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuels</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>1116</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,116.0</td>
<td>464%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>1535</td>
<td>-121.51</td>
<td>-125.7</td>
<td>-171.79</td>
<td>1,116.0</td>
<td>-27%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Baseline 2018</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>Government effort only</th>
<th>Solar PV</th>
<th>IREC</th>
<th>After action</th>
<th>% Figure reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>-51.04</td>
<td>-52.8</td>
<td>-72.16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuels</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>309.0</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>-51.04</td>
<td>-52.8</td>
<td>-72.16</td>
<td>309.0</td>
<td>-36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Example on Renewable Energy of PT.CI (+ Solar PV & IREC) Collaboration
A scheme of PPA or Power Wheeling is an option that should be considered by PT. CI and with some of RE100 company located in XYZ Industrial Estate, this scheme might make feasible and worth to explore. The 2030 target to reduce emission by 50% is achievable only if PT.CI would like to spend some CAPEX on equipment replacement. Meanwhile, if CAPEX is a concern and need to minimise, the reasonable target of emission reduction by 2030 for PT.CI is 27-36% (based on simulation of government effort + solar PV and IREC) depend on the expansion scheme performed by PT.CI. It also considers a reasonable number for surrounding similar scale of industry that have the same target but with majority energy come from fossil fuel such as natural gas such as chemical, petrochemical, paint, etc. For industry that use more electricity rather than natural gas/diesel oil, such as electronic, consumer goods, etc, higher percentage can be considered through IREC purchase. For bigger industry scale, PPA (Power Purchase Agreement) will be more sustainable and preferable rather than REC purchase. The research identified some key recommendations from internal and external, that will help PT.CI facing the uncertainty in the scenarios, which will impact the status of achievement of PT.CI in terms of emission reduction and energy transition project:

1. Re-review the scenario planning 5 years from now, to update and validate the condition identified. This will make the scenario become more beneficial for the company to have.
2. Keep tracking the early warning signals for PT.CI energy transition scenarios.
3. Engage communication and relationship with industrial estate, government and other MNCs (especially RE100 companies) that have the same target to make sure that when the condition and opportunity reach the position where it become feasible to create a joint venture in energy, readiness will be the key.
4. Engage with more than one RECs suppliers and technology owner, in order to have more options and more sustainable supply in the future.
5. Increase the awareness and acknowledge the importance of this energy transition project. Further, knowledge management and technology sharing between country and levels is very important.
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